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Abstract
Background: Groin hernia is the most frequent type of abdominal wall hernias. Numerous repair 
techniques are in use however mesh augmentation is the most frequent. Tailored approach in 
inguinal hernia repair is the best way today. Ideally, the choice of repair technique should be a 
joint decision of patient and surgeon. In this paper 185 consecutive patients in 2-year period were 
analyzed regarding preference for groin hernia repair techniques.

Materials and Methods: All patients are fully informed by the surgeon in the hernia center. Surgeon 
explains the characteristics of the patient’s hernia, and tells best possible choices for this hernia 
according to the guidelines. Patients’ preference is always of importance, it may not be appropriate 
for the hernia or the patient’s medical condition in some cases. Repair technique is eventually 
chosen a result of a mutual evaluation. In this study, patients operated by a part-time worker single 
surgeon between fall 2015 and fall 2017 were evaluated.

Results: One hundred and eighty-five patients were included (176 male and 9 female). Average age 
was 28 (19-85). One hundred and forty patients were treated with open approach (%75); Tissue-
suture repair was performed in three of them. Forty-five patients underwent endoscopic repair. 
Thirty-nine patients underwent simultaneous bilateral hernia repairs. Endoscopic repair rate 
in bilateral groin hernias was 72%. Five male patients who admitted with a unilateral hernia and 
were diagnosed with a concomitant contra-lateral hernia in physical examination did not accept 
simultaneous LE repair and underwent unilateral open repair. The reason was high cost of LE 
repairs in 3 cases and fear of general anesthesia in two. One female patient with bilateral femoral 
hernia did not prefer LE repair because of cost. Ninety-five per cent of the patients were managed in 
concordance with guidelines and evidence based medicine.

Conclusion: Tailored approach for the treatment of groin hernias is possible in the vast majority 
of the cases. It seems easy and useful to present treatment options to the patients and make a joint 
decision together.
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Introduction
Groin hernia is the most frequent type of abdominal wall hernias. Most of groin hernias are 

iindirect and direct inguinal hernias, whereas femoral hernias are uncommon. Today different 
repair techniques are in use for groin hernia repairs, however mesh augmentation is most frequently 
performed procedure. Prosthetic mesh can be placed by either open or Laparoscopic/Endoscopic 
(LE) approaches. A recent multicenter study revealed that mesh repairs are used in 95% of inguinal 
hernia repairs [1]. Tissue-Suture repairs (TS) have been used by surgeons with a decreasing rate in 
last two decades. Cochrane database revealed that Should ice-Bassini suture repair is the best non-
mesh technique, however the use of prosthetic augmentation provides lower recurrence rate [2,3]. 
LE repairs have shown to achieve better outcomes regarding early postoperative pain and return to 
daily physical activities. These positive effects are more prominent in simultaneous bilateral repairs 
[3,4]. Tailored approach in inguinal hernia repair is the best way today [5]. Ideally, the choice of 
repair technique should be a joint decision of patient and surgeon. Surgeon should provide the 
patient with every information about pros and cons of the repair techniques, and tell them about the 
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guidelines for this particular field. However, many patients admit the 
hospital with a previous decision about his/her surgery in the era of 
communication. Some of them may strongly want LE repair, whereas 
some prefer local anesthesia due to the fear of general anesthesia. In 
this paper 185 consecutive patients in 2-year period were analyzed 
regarding preference for groin hernia repair techniques.

Materials and Methods
Ankara Hernia Center is a day surgery center dedicated to 

treatment of patients with abdominal wall hernias. The center follows 
evidence based surgery principles. Open repairs of inguinal, femoral, 
umbilical and epigastric hernias are done in the center at outpatient 
basis. All laparoscopic-endoscopic hernia repairs, and open repairs 
of incisional hernias are performed in an affiliated general hospital. 
When a patient prefers inpatient treatment despite his/her inguinal 
or umbilical hernia is suitable for day surgery, operation is carried out 
in the affiliated hospital as well. Patients with severe and complicated 
systemic diseases are also treated in the hospital. All patients with 
hernia are fully informed by a single surgeon who specifically works in 
the field of hernia. Surgeon explains the characteristics of the patient’s 
hernia, and tells best possible choices for this hernia according to the 
guidelines. Patients’ preference is always of importance, it may not 
be appropriate for the hernia or the patient’s medical condition in 
some cases. Social issues and treatment costs sometimes effects the 
choice of patients. Repair technique is eventually chosen a result of 
a mutual evaluation. In this study, patients operated by a part-time 
worker single surgeon between fall 2015 and fall 2017 were evaluated. 
Data was recorded prospectively and analyzed afterwards. Patients 
with primary or recurrent inguinal and femoral hernias are included. 
Emergency repairs are excluded. The results of this tailored surgery 
policy are analyzed. Open repairs were performed with three different 
technique by using local infiltration anesthesia and intravenous 
sedation [6]. Only mesh procedure is based on Lichtenstein repair 
[7]. Preperitoneal patch was used in some cases with recurrent 
hernia following previous open repairs [8]. All LE repairs were 
performed with Totally Extra peritoneal (TEP) technique under 
general anesthesia [9,10]. All patients who admitted with unilateral 
hernia and choose LE repair were recommended to evaluate with 
ultrasonography to reveal whether a contra lateral hernia exists.

Results
One hundred and eighty-five patients were operated on during 

the study period. Four patients who had presented with incarcerated 
inguinal hernias and had been operated on emergency settings were 
excluded of the analysis. There were 176 male and 9 female patients. 
Average age was 28 (19-85). One hundred and forty patients were 
treated with open approach (%75), TS repair was performed in three 
of them. Forty-five patients underwent TEP repair (Table 1). No 
conversion to transabdominal approach or open repair was required. 
Thirty-nine patients underwent simultaneous bilateral hernia repairs 
(Table 2). LE repair rate in bilateral groin hernias was 72%. Five male 
patients who admitted with a unilateral hernia and were diagnosed 
with a concomitant contralateral hernia in physical examination did 
not accept simultaneous LE repair and underwent unilateral open 
repair. The reason was high cost of LE repairs in 3 cases and fear of 
general anesthesia in two. Three other male patients who admitted 
with a unilateral hernia and were diagnosed with a concomitant 
contra lateral hernia with ultrasound chose bilateral TEP. On the 
other hand, one female patient with bilateral femoral hernia did not 
prefer LE repair because of cost. Mini mesh repair was performed in 

this case [11]. Athletes generally chose LE repairs even if they had 
unilateral hernia. One basketball player underwent simultaneous 
open mesh repair for bilateral inguinal hernia because of lower cost. 
Suture repair was chosen by three patients with inguinal hernias (1.6% 
of whole series). Two male patients did not want prosthetic material 
and preferred suture repair. One female patient had a small indirect 
inguinal hernia and a suture repair was a mutual decision. Overall, 9 
of 185 patients could not be treated according to the guidelines. In 
other word, 95% of the patients in a two-year period were managed 
in concordance with guidelines and evidence based medicine. Patient 
satisfaction is excellent in all patients but two bilateral repair cases. 
One male patient with bilateral inguinal hernias and one female 
patient with bilateral femoral hernias, both underwent open repairs, 
were not happy with their early postoperative comfort. No foreign 
body sensation was recorded in follow-up.

Discussion
Inguinal hernia repair is one of the most common procedures in 

general surgery. Numerous repair techniques have been described, 
among them mesh repairs are widely used today because of their low 
recurrence rates [12]. Although Should ice Hospital achieves a very 
low cumulative recurrence rate by performing its own four-layer 
tissue suture technique which is very similar to original triple-layer 
Basssini repair described in 1890 [13-15]. The number of institutions 
that specifically dedicated to treatment of abdominal wall hernias has 
been increasing [16]. A specific hernia center should have the tasks 
of dissemination of up-to-date knowledge, and scientific publications 
of work for its patients and colleagues. It is crucial to follow current 
guidelines and evidence based medicine. Although there is a wide 
spectrum for technical preference there is an also clear algorithm 
for specific type of cases. For example, many elderly patients are 
not suitable for general anesthesia because of systemic diseases 
and generally managed by open repiars with local anesthesia [17]; 
patients with bilateral hernias are very good candidates for LE repairs 
[4,18,19]; female patients are also considered for LE approach to 
observe a possible femoral hernia during the procedure [Guidelines 
x 2]. Today, many patients with groin hernias admit to hospitals with 
an opinion about technical approach for repair. Internet searches and 
related websites are very useful for the patients, whereas patient-to-
patient recommendations and personal experience transfer is quite 
common. No doubt, the surgical skill and experience of the surgeon 
and resources of the institution are important factors. A hernia 
specific surgeon should be capable of performing all kind of repairs 
and prefers the one which is most suitable for the case. Des Côteaux 

Male Female Total

 Inguinal  Femoral Inguinal  Femoral  

Open 136  - 3  1 140

Endoscopic 40  - 3  2 45

Total 176 176 - 6 9 3 185

Table 1: Surgical approach for groin hernias in male and female patients.

Male Female Total

Inguinal  Femoral Inguinal  Femoral  

Open 10  - -  1 11

Endoscopic 26  - 1  1 28

Total 36 36 - 1 3 2 39

Table 2: Surgical approach for simultaneous hernia repairs.
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and Sutherland conducted a survey by mailed questionnaire for the 
fellows of the Royal College of Physicians and Surgeons of Canada 
in 1999 [20]. The preferred techniques for repair of primary inguinal 
hernias were 15% for LE repair and 85% for open techniques. Open 
techniques were lined up as Bassini, mesh plug, Lichtenstein, Should 
ice and McVay. In a recent web-based survey among general surgeons 
in North America 46% of respondents never perform LE repairs [21]. 
Surgeons preferred LE approach for bilateral and recurrent inguinal 
hernias with rates of 48% and 44% respectively. A similar survey was 
conducted during the 18th Congress of the European Association of 
Endoscopic Surgeons [22]. Eighty two percent of surgeons preferred 
a tailored approach, whereas 18% always used the same technique. 
LE approaches are used more frequently than the open repair in 
bilateral (7 vs. 93%) and recurrent hernias (19 vs. 81%), whereas open 
repair was used in one third. Another type of survey was carried 
out by asking the physicians and surgeons "If you had an inguinal 
hernia, how would you prefer to have it repaired?”In 1992, when 
laparoscopic repairs were just being introduced, Atabek et al. [23] 
in USA conducted a survey to determine current experience and 
preference levels of general surgeons for laparoscopic hernia repair 
[23]. Only 8% of the respondents preferred laparoscopic repair for 
their imaginary unilateral inguinal hernia. A similar survey was 
performed in 1999 among surgeons in Ankara, Turkey [24]. Only 
14.1% of the respondents preferred a laparoscopic hernia repair. 
Personal laparoscopic herniorrhaphy experience significantly affected 
the choice. Among respondents who had performed no laparoscopic 
hernia repair, only 10.2% preferred laparoscopic technique for their 
own inguinal hernias, whereas the preference rate rose to 33.3% in 
other who had previously done laparoscopic hernia repair. This survey 
was repeated ten years later. In general, 88.9% of the respondents 
preferred open repair, while only 11.1% chose laparoscopy [25]. In all 
three surveys the majority of the participants who preferred an open 
repair stated that it was a better-known technique to prefer. Almost 
half considered local anesthesia an advantage. Laparoscopic repair 
was mainly preferred for its advantages of less pain and early return to 
work. Nevertheless, it was recently reported that laparoscopic repair 
rate for groin hernias increased between 2005 and 2010. LE repair 
rates for groin hernias show differences between countries. In the 
year 2001-02, 95.9% of mesh repairs were performed by open surgery, 
and 4.1% of repairs were performed by LE surgery in England [26]. 
However, higher rates existed in some European countries, North 
America and Far East. The classical considerations for LE repairs 
are the availability of equipment, familiarity with the anatomy when 
using these techniques, operative time, cost to the patient, and the 
potential need to convert to an open procedure [27]. However, as 
Sharma and Chelawat reported, the world is in an era of witnessing 
a shift away from surgeon-defined conditions to patient-defined 
benefits. Patients become more aware of the options for hernia repair 
and share their experiences with others. This render more patients 
are likely to demand a specific repair approach. As this situation is 
merged with increasing experience of the surgeons, the rate of LE 
repairs is rising. In the present study, 75% of the groin hernia patients 
were treated with open approach. This rate became reversed for 
bilateral hernias as recommended by the guidelines. However, LE 
could not be performed in some cases of bilateral hernia because of 
high cost. Some patient rejected simultaneous bilateral repair because 
the lack of complaint at contra lateral side. TS repairs may provide 
good outcomes in properly selected cases. Low recurrence rates can be 
achieved with Should-Bassini technique, however complete anatomy 
knowledge and surgical experience is the key. In this series, a very 

small part of patient population was treated with TS repair. Patient’s 
fear of prosthetic material should be understood and accepted 
by surgeons, because some patients admit after reading scientific 
publications and informative pages about mesh complications in 
the internet [28-30]. Advantages and disadvantages of TS repair 
and mesh augmentation should be explained and the patient should 
make his/her own decision freely. In conclusion, tailored approach 
for the treatment of groin hernias is possible in the vast majority of 
the cases. It seems easy and useful to present treatment options to the 
patients and make a joint decision together. High patient satisfaction 
is possible with evidence based approach and working in accordance 
to guidelines.
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